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Abstract
In this paper we study k-means clustering in the online setting. In the offline setting the main
parameters are number of centers, k, and size of the dataset, n. Performance guarantees are given as
a function of these parameters. In the online setting new factors come into place: the ordering of the
dataset and whether n is known in advance or not. One of the main results of this paper is the discovery
that these new factors have dramatic effects on the quality of the clustering algorithms. For example,
for constant k: (1) Ω(n) centers are needed if the order is arbitrary, (2) if the order is random and n is
unknown in advance, the number of centers reduces to Θ(logn), and (3) if n is known, then the number
of centers reduces to a constant. For different values of the new factors, we show upper and lower bounds
that are exactly the same up to a constant, thus achieving optimal bounds.
1 Introduction
Clustering is an unsupervised learning problem where the goal is to group data into few clusters. It is an
important exploratory data analysis step and is used in different domains like bioinformatics, image analysis,
and information retrieval. In the literature there are many algorithms for clustering in the offline setting,
where all the points in the dataset are given in advance. The output of a clustering algorithm is a set of
centers in the dataset, where each center is a “representative” of one cluster.
In the online setting, points in the dataset arrive one after another, and a decision whether to take the
current point as a center needs to be made before observing the next point. Studying the online setting
is more important these days as enormous amounts of new data is created every second [1]. In the online
setting, new factors come into place: the order of the input points, and whether the number of points in the
dataset is known in advance or not. It makes sense that the order of the points would impact performance,
but how much? Can the apriori knowledge of the size of the dataset improve performance? In this paper
we answer these questions and find that these two new factors have unexpected effects on online clustering.
Specifically, we show that the ordering of the dataset can exponentially increase the number of centers. We
also prove that merely knowing the size of the dataset can reduce the number of centers logarithmically.
1.1 The online framework
For any dataset D = {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ Rd and desired number of clusters k, the k-means cost is defined as the
sum of squared ℓ2-distances of each point in the dataset to its closest center:
cost(c1, . . . , cℓ) =
n∑
t=1
‖xt − c(xt)‖2 , (1)
where c(x) is the closest center to x, i.e., c(x) = argminci∈{c1,...,cℓ} ‖x− ci‖ . We denote by cost(optk) the
optimal cost using k centers1: cost(optk) := minc1,...,ck∈D cost(c1, . . . , ck). In the offline setting an algorithm
receives a dataset D and a desired number of clusters k, and in poly(n) time returns a set of centers
1More generally, one can ease the requirement, and allow the centers to be in Rd and not necessarily in D.
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Figure 1: Comparison between the offline and online settings. All algorithms are Θ(1)-approximation. In
rectangles: number of centers (these are optimal) (a) For constant k only constant number of centers are
needed in the offline setting (b) In the online setting this paper uncovers a more complex behavior, see the
text for details.
c1, . . . , cℓ ∈ D such that (1) the number of centers, ℓ, is small compared to k and (2) cost(c1, . . . , cℓ) is small
compared to cost(optk).
Our setting is online k-means which was used previously in [12]. At each time step when a new point
in the dataset arrives, the algorithm needs to decide whether to take it as a center or not. In this paper
we consider constant approximation algorithms, meaning cost(c1, . . . , cℓ) ≤ a · cost(optk), where a is some
constant. We refer to such a clustering algorithm as a Θ(1)-approximation. The goal of the online algorithm
is to minimize the number of centers ℓ and make it as close as possible to k.
1.2 Results summary
Henceforth we focus on the case of constant k. Note that in the online setting even the case of k = 1 is
not trivial and in fact quite interesting, as will be discussed below. A conceptual contribution of this paper
is the observation that the new factors in online clustering (namely, the ordering and whether n is known
in advance) significantly influence the performance of the optimal algorithms. We are able to pinpoint the
exact number of centers needed and sufficient to achieve a constant approximation for different values of the
new factors.
In the offline setting, an efficient algorithm that returns Θ(1) centers is known (see [6], [3]). The case of
k = 1 is simpler than that; the optimal center is clearly the average point 2. That’s the end of the story for
offline clustering. But in the online setting the story only begins.
We next give a sample of the results we prove in the paper. In the case of k = 1 when n, the number of
points, is unknown and the order can be the arbitrary, then Θ(logn) centers are needed, and also sufficient.
In the case that k = 2 we prove that if the order is arbitrary then any learning algorithm must take as a
center basically all the examples, regardless of whether the algorithm knows what n is or not. If the order
is random and n is unknown we show an algorithm that uses O(log n) centers. This algorithm is optimal up
to a constant, as we show a matching lower bound of Ω(logn), i.e., we show that any algorithm must use
Ω(logn) centers.
To summarize, the ordering of the dataset can exponentially increase the number of centers. If n is
known, an optimal algorithm can use only Θ(1) centers and still be a Θ(1)-approximation. This means that
the mere knowledge of the size of n can give the clustering algorithm the ability to dramatically improve its
performance. Our results are summarized in the following list and in Figure 1b.
2If the average point is not in the dataset, take the closest point to it.
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• For k = 1 :
1. If n is known or the the order of examples is random, Θ(1) centers is sufficient (and obviously
necessarily). See Lemma 2 and Theorem 4.
2. if n is unknown and the order is arbitrary, then Θ(logn) centers is needed and sufficient. See
Theorem 5 and Theorem 6.
• For constant k ≥ 2 :
1. If the order is arbitrary, then Θ(n) centers is needed (and obviously sufficient). See Theorem 7.
2. If the order is random and n is known then Θ(1) centers is sufficient (and obviously necessarily).
See Theorem 8.
3. If the order is random and n is unknown we show that Θ(logn) centers is needed and sufficient.
See Theorems 9, 10, 11, 13.
1.3 Related Work
Liberty, Sriharsha, and Sviridenko [12] described an algorithm for online k-means that use the same definition
of online clustering as this paper. Their algorithm is an adaptation of the k-means++ algorithm [6] to the
online case. Inherently, their algorithm cannot get the optimal bound, as will be explained in Section 4.3.
In this paper, we improve both the quality of the approximation and the number of centers to the optimal
values (see Algorithm 5).
The work [11] designed a sublinear time algorithm for k-median, a problem similar to the k-means
problem. At a high level, one of the algorithms described in this paper (see Algorithm 2) seems similar
to [11]. But, there are a few significant differences between the two algorithm as discussed thoroughly in
Section 4.2.
A recent work [10] also used the same online setting described in this paper. Their algorithm bears some
similarity to Algorithm 2. However, they [10] considered the statistical question where there is an underlying
distribution, as in [7]. In this statistical setting the ordering is not a factor. Also they have to assume that
the example space is bounded. This nonexistence of outliers simplifies the solution.
In [2] the goal is to recover structure in the data, i.e., they assume that the data has some structure
(“nice” or “perfect”) which they wish to discover. We, however, do not have any assumptions on the data and
our algorithms function correctly under any dataset. Our goal is to design algorithms that are competitive
with the optimal algorithm.
In the streaming model [4, 9] points arrive one after another, as in our online setting. However, there is
an important difference between the two models. In the streaming model, it is allowed to choose a center
after new points were observed, while we do not allow it. Many works [13],[5],[8] designed algorithms in
this setting (in other words, they proved upper bounds) for k-means clustering. We give a full picture by
designing lower and upper bounds that are optimal in the setting described in Section 2.
2 Preliminaries
In this paper we fix the desired number of clusters to be some constant k. We want to design algorithms
that minimize the k-means cost. When the algorithm is understood from the context we denote its cost by
cost(alg). We focus on Θ(1)-approximation algorithm which are formally defined next.
Definition 1 (a-approximation). We say that a clustering algorithm is a a-approximation if for every series
of n data points with probability at least 0.9 the following ratio is bounded by a > 1
cost(alg)
cost(optk)
≤ a.
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In the paper we focus on the case that a is some constant and the goal is to minimize the number of
centers. We focus either on a fixed order of examples or random (uniform) order. Note that there are two
possible sources of randomness: the randomness of the algorithm and the randomness of the order. The
algorithm should succeed with probability 0.9 (this is some arbitrary constant close to 1) when considering
the two sources together.
3 The Curious Case of k = 1
In this section we focus on the case that there is only one center, i.e., k = 1. In the offline setting this
problem is trivial, simply take 1
n
∑n
i=1 xi, or a point that is closest to it as center. So it is surprising that in
the online case there is a complex behavior.
1. If the order of the examples is random, O(1) centers suffices.
2. If the learner knows n in advance, then again O(1) centers suffices.
3. If none of the above cases hold, then Θ(logn) centers is both required and sufficient.
3.1 Random order
If the order of the points is random, then there is a simple algorithm that uses only one center while preserving
a constant approximation: simply taking the first point.
Lemma 2. If the data points appear in a random order, there is an online algorithm that uses only one
center and with probability at least 0.9 it holds that cost(alg) ≤ 20 · cost(opt1).
The main tool in proving the theorem, which will also be useful in cases where k > 1, is the following
known lemma that basically means that a random point in a cluster can be the center of this cluster.
Lemma 3. Let x1, . . . , xn ∈ Rd it holds that
Ej∈[n]
[
n∑
i=1
‖xi − xj‖2
]
= 2
n∑
i=1
‖xi − µ‖2 ,
where µ = 1
n
∑n
i=1 xi is the optimal center and j is chosen uniformly at random from [n].
For completeness, the proof of the lemma appears in the Appendix. To prove Lemma 2 we use Lemma 3
and Markov’s inequality.
3.2 Arbitrary order
We proceed to the case where the order of the data points is not random but it can appear in the worst
order possible. In this case we witness another surprising result — it matters whether n is known or not. If
n is known in advance, then the the algorithm can take one random point as center.
Theorem 4. There is an online algorithm that receives as input n, the size of the dataset and n data points
such that the following holds. For any order of the data points, the algorithm uses only one center and with
probability at least 0.9 it holds that cost(alg) ≤ 20 · cost(opt1).
The correctness of the algorithm is similar to Lemma 2. What if n is unknown in advance? We will prove
that for any c > 1, the learner must use ⌊logc(n)⌋ centers for the algorithm to be a c-approximation, and we
will prove that this is tight.
Theorem 5. For any clustering algorithm that is a c-approximation, for any integer n and any c > 1,
there are n data points and an ordering of them such that the algorithm must take Ω(logc(n)) centers with
probability at least 0.8.
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Figure 2: dataset for the proof of Theorem 5
We remark that the constant 0.8 is just a number smaller than 0.9, which appeared in in the definition
of a c-approximation, Section 2. The idea of the proof is to construct a dataset and an order on them such
that the number of centers taken is Ω(logc n) for any c-approximation algorithm. The dataset is composed
of Ω(logc n) groups. The groups are evenly spaced on the line (see Figure 2). The number of points in each
group is exponential increasing. The points are given, group by group from smallest to largest. Since the
learner does not know n, the current group can be the last. Thus, the algorithm must take a center from
each group. The formal proof is in the appendix.
The lower bound we just proved is tight, as the next theorem proves.
Theorem 6. For any c > 1 there is an algorithm that obtains O(c)-approximation with O(logc n) centers,
no matter what the order is and even if n is unknown.
Intuitively, since the algorithm does not know the value of n it guess it and applies the algorithm from
Theorem 4. The algorithm starts by assuming that n is small (n = 1). Once more data is arrived, it increases
the value of n to c, and then to c2 and so on. For each value of n, it applies the algorithm from Theorem 4,
i.e., picks one random point in the next n data points and takes only this point as a center. This algorithm
uses only O(logc n) centers. Intuitively, it is O(c)-approximation because in the last iterations most of points
are still not received and the algorithm chooses a random point among them which yields a good center by
Lemma 3.
Algorithm 1 On line clustering with k = 1, n unknown, arbitrary order
last = 0, n′ = 1, i∗ = 1
for t = 1, . . . do
if t == last+ i∗ then
take xt as a center
end if
if t == last+ n′ then
pick i∗ ∈ [n′] at random
last = last+ n′, n′ := c · n′
end if
end for
In the first line of Algorithm 1, it initialize the parameters. last is the number of points we encountered
before the current round, n′ is our current guess of the number of points, and i∗ is the point the algorithm
will choose as center in the current round. In the loop, after the algorithm encounters n′ points, it increases
n′ by a factor of c, we signal that we have encountered more examples by increasing last and a new point,
i∗ to be our next center is picked.
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4 The Case of Constant k ≥ 2
In this section we explore the case where the optimal clustering contains k centers, where k > 1 is any
constant. The results in this sections are:
1. (arbitrary order) There is an order of the dataset such that any clustering algorithm must choose Ω(n)
points as centers, which is tight.
2. (random order) For a random order and known n, Θ(1) centers are sufficient, which is tight.
3. (random case) For a random order and unknown n, Θ(k log n
k
) centers are needed and sufficient. Again,
this is a tight result.
4.1 Arbitrary order
The next theorem shows that if the order of the dataset can be arbitrary, then any c-approximation algorithm
must basically take all the points in the dataset.
Theorem 7. For any integers k ≥ 2 and n, any scalar c > 1, and for any clustering algorithm that is a
c-approximation (even if n is known) there are n points and an ordering of them such that the algorithm
must take Ω(n) centers with probability at least 0.8.
The idea of the proof is the following. We present n non-negative points on the line, i.e., xt ∈ R in
increasing order. Each point is much further than the previous one. Since it is so further away it has to be
taken, otherwise the rest of the points will be set to 0. In this case the maximal point has to be taken or
the ratio cost(alg)
cost(opt2)
is arbitrarily large. Thus, all the points need to be taken if the algorithm is deterministic.
If the algorithm is stochastic Ω(n) of the points need to be taken with probability at least 0.8. The details
appear in the appendix. Any algorithm can take n data points as centers and achieve minimal cost of 0.
Thus, we conclude that the upper and lower bounds coincide when the order is arbitrary.
4.2 Random order and known n
Now let’s assume that the data arrives in a random order. If n is known we show an algorithm that uses
Θ(1) centers and is a Θ(1)-approximation, for any constant k. The idea is to use a small number of points
to find k centers that are optimal with respect to the current points. This points cannot be taken as centers
in retrospect in our framework, so in the second phase, the algorithm takes, among the remaining points,
centers that are close to the centers found in the first phase. Since the order is random the centers chosen
in the first phase are good centers for the entire dataset.
The first αn of the points, α ∈ (0, 1) is a constant to be chosen later, are saved in memory and the
algorithm does not take any of them as centers. We denote this set by M1. Since n is known, the algorithm
can decide not to take αn of the points as centers and still the cost will not increase by much. After the first
αn points arrive the algorithm use them to find k centers cM11 , . . . , c
M1
k that are optimal centers for them.
Then, then algorithm takes the following points:
1. Point that is close to cM11 , a point that is close to c
M1
2 and so on. At most k points of this type.
2. Points that are very far away, these points can form a cluster of their own. To define what are far
points, we take another αn points. A far point is one that is further than the 2αn points.
More formally, the algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.
Theorem 8. For any constant integer k ≥ 2, there is an algorithm that given n, the size of the dataset, k,
and the dataset is given in a random order, with probability at least 0.9 uses Θ(1) centers and cost(alg) ≤
Θ(1) · cost(optk).
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Algorithm 2 On line clustering with k > 1, n known, random order
1: phase 1: collect data
2: M1 = save the first
⌊
0.01
k
n
⌋
points
3: find optimal offline clustering for M1 with clusters (C
M1
i )
k
i=1 and centers (c
M1
i )
k
i=1
4: phase 2: collect more data to define “far" points
5: M2 = save the next
⌊
0.001
k
n
⌋
points
6: Rmax[i] = maxy∈CM1
i
∩(M1∪M2)
∥∥∥y − cM1i ∥∥∥ (for each cluster in CM1 save max distance)
7: flag = [False] ∗ k (for each cluster denote if we took a center close to (cM1i ) in phase 3)
8: phase 3: take centers
9: for t = 2
⌊
0.001
k
n
⌋
+ 1, . . . , n do
10: i∗ = argmini
∥∥∥xt − cM1i ∥∥∥ (find closest center)
11: if
∥∥∥xt − cM1i∗ ∥∥∥ > Rmax[i∗] then
12: (take points that are far away)
13: take xt as a center
14: end if
15: if flag[i∗] == False then
16: (no point close to cM1i∗ was taken yet ⇒ take a close point)
17: take xt as center
18: flag[i∗] = True
19: end if
20: end for
The proof idea is that the points collected in the first phase gives enough information to find all clusters
that are not of constant size. Since the order is random, the points collected in the first phase are represen-
tative of the entire dataset. Since n is known, the algorithm is able to take a small portion of the points
and be sure that more points that can be good centers will be received. Clusters of constant size will not be
chosen in the first phase, since α it is too small. These small clusters must be very far away, otherwise they
will not be of constant size. Thus they will be taken in the third phase.
The work [11] designed a sublinear time algorithm for k-median, which is a similar to the k-means
problem discussed in this paper. Their algorithm has some similarities Algorithm 2. At a very high level,
both algorithms have two phases (i) solve the problem for large enough clusters using a few random points
(ii) take as centers points that are far. But, there are a few significant differences between their algorithm
and ours:
1. Parameter regime: “large” cluster in inherently different in the two algorithms. In [11], large means
O(
√
n), as they cannot take more points for the algorithm to be with sublinear time. On the other
hand, for Algorithm 2 “large” means some constant fraction because the algorithm is allowed to take
only a constant number of centers in the second phase.
2. Centers from phase 1: [11] simply takes the centers that were chosen in phase 1. In our framework
this is not allowed since once a center was observed the algorithm cannot retake it. To overcome this
obstacle we take centers that are close to the centers chosen in phase 1. But then we need to decide
what is close which complicates the analysis.
3. Far points: in [11], far points are the furthest points from the cluster defined in phase 1. We cannot
use this definition in our framework. To resolve this issue, we add an intermediate step where the
algorithm saves a constant fraction of number of points to set a bar that defines far. In the last phase,
only points that are above the bar, are taken as centers. Note that the points in the first phase cannot
be used to define the bar, as they were used to define the cluster.
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4. Different analysis and algorithm: the outcome of all the above differences is that our correctness proof
is distinct from the one in [11] and that we added an additional step besides the two phases used in
[11].
4.3 Random order and unknown n
To simplify the presentation we start with the case where k = 2. Many of the ideas in the algorithm and the
lower bound in the case of k = 2 are also applicable in the case of k > 2.
4.3.1 The case of k = 2
We prove that Θ(logn) centers are needed and sufficient for Θ(1)-approximation, when n is unknown. We
show a simple, bounded-memory algorithm that learns Θ(1)-approximation and choose log(n) + 1 centers.
Our results are tight when n is unknown.
Theorem 9. For any integer n, any scalar c > 1, and for any clustering algorithm that does not know what
n is and is a c-approximation, there are n points such that the algorithm must take Ω(logn) centers with
probability at least 0.7.
To prove the theorem we take the same dataset as in the proof of Theorem 7. In this construction,
at each iteration the point with the maximal value has to be taken, otherwise the examples can stop and
the algorithm will not be a c-approximation. If the order is random, there will be Ω(log n) points that are
maximal, as the probability that the i-th point to be maximal is 1/i. Thus Ω(logn) have to be taken as
centers.
We now move on to prove a matching upper bound. We show a simple algorithm that saves only Θ(1)
bits of memory (more specifically, it saves the first example and just one more number) and by choosing only
O(log n) centers it is able to achieve Θ(1)-approximation.
Algorithm 3 On line clustering with k = 2, n unknown, random order
take x1 as a center
x := x1 (save first data point)
max_dis := 0
for t = 2, . . . , n do
if ‖xt − x‖ > max_dis then
take xt as a center
max_dis := ‖xt − x‖
end if
end for
Theorem 10. There is an online algorithm such that if the examples are received with random order (n
does not have to be known) then with probability at least 0.9 it holds that number of centers is O(log n) and
cost(alg) ≤ 201 · cost(opt2).
To prove the theorem we show two things. First, that not too many centers will be chosen, the reason is
that the i-th example is chosen as a center only if it is the furthest from x (recall that x is the first example).
This will happen with probability 1
i−1 . Thus, the expected number of centers is the harmonic series which is
about logn. The second thing that the theorem shows is that with probability at least 0.9 the algorithm is a
Θ(1)-approximation. To prove that we consider two separate cases: either the two clusters are close to each
other or not. It the two clusters are close we can treat them as one cluster. Using Lemma 3, the first point
is a good center. If the two clusters are far apart then the most probably the first point from the second
cluster is the furthest away from x among all points reached so far.
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4.3.2 The case of constant k > 2
For the case of random order, unknown n and general k, we will show a lower bound of Ω(k log n
k
) on the
number of centers.
Theorem 11. For any scalar c > 1, integers k ≥ 2 and n, and for any clustering algorithm that does
not know what n is and is a c-approximation, there are n points that arrive uniformly at random and the
algorithm must take Ω(k log n
k
) centers with probability at least 0.7.
The proof idea is similar to Theorem 9, where we had a series of points in R≥0 with distance that is keep
increasing. To adapt this lower bounds for k > 2 we create k such serieses each with n/k points. Each group
i will correspond to one dimension i. The points are zero everywhere except dimension i. In the dimension
i the values are the same as the series defined in Theorem 9. The same argument as in Theorem 9 applies
here as points from different groups are far away from each other.
We now move on to the upper bound when k is a constant. We present an algorithm that uses O(log n)
centers and is Θ(1)-approximation, Algorithm 5. The algorithm uses the known farthest-first-traversal
algorithm as a subroutine, for completeness it appears as Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Farthest-first-traversal(M, s, k)
1: S = {s}
2: for t = 2, . . . , k do
3: v = argmaxx∈M−S miny∈S ‖x− y‖
4: S = S ∪ {v}
5: end for
6: return S
The farthest-first-traversal algorithm takes k (a parameter) points that are far away from each other in
a given dataset M . Specifically, it starts with some point s ∈M that is given as an input. Then it takes the
point x2 ∈ M that it furthest away from s. Then a point x3 that maximizes the distance to S, where the
distance is equal to dis(S, x) = miny∈S ‖y − x‖ .
For our purposes, the main claim we need from farthest-first-traversal is that if S was returned from
farthest-first-traversal, then the distance of any point x to S is smaller than the distance between any two
points inside S, as the next lemma proves.
Lemma 12. Suppose S = Farthest-first-traversal(M, s, k) and x ∈M − S, then
min
y∈S
‖x− y‖ ≤ min
y1,y2∈S
‖y1 − y2‖ .
The online clustering algorithm, Algorithm 5, saves in memory all the points encountered so far. To
decide whether to take the current point as a center or not, it uses the farthest-first-traversal algorithm that
picks k far away points. The last point is taken as a center if it is chosen as one of the k points.
Algorithm 5 On line clustering with k ≥ 2, n unknown, random order
1: Take x1, . . . , xk as centers and save them in M
2: for t = k + 1, . . . do
3: S = Farthest-first-traversal(M,x1, k)
4: if xt ∈ S then
5: take xt as a center
6: end if
7: M = append(M,xt)
8: end for
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Theorem 13. There is an online algorithm such that for any constant k, if the examples are received with
random order (n does not have to be known) then with probability at least 0.9 the algorithm uses O(log n)
centers and achieves Θ(1)-approximation.
To prove the theorem we show two things. Both are similar to the proof of Theorem 10. First, that
not too many centers will be chosen as centers, the reason is that the i-th example, i > k, is chosen as a
center only if it is one of the k points defining the unique farthest-first-traversal for the first i points. This
will happen with probability k
i
. Thus, the expected number of centers can be calculated using the harmonic
series which is about k log n
k
.
The second thing that the theorem shows is that with high probability the algorithm finds a Θ(1)-
approximation. Focus on a cluster C′. We want to show that the first point from this cluster x ∈ C′ will be
chosen as a center. Using Lemma 12, we know that x will be chosen as a center if it far from points from
other clusters. So, if C′ is far from all other clusters, x will be chosen as a center, otherwise we can add C′
to another cluster.
A previous work [12] described an algorithm for online k-means that used the same online framework
as this paper. The algorithm suggested is an adaptation of the k-means++ algorithm [6] to the online
case. Inherently, their algorithm cannot get the optimal bound, as will be explained next, in contrast to
our algorithm that is able to achieve optimal results. In the k-means++ algorithm a point is chosen with
probability distance to points chosen so far/Z, where Z is the normalization factor. In the online case Z is unknown
as it depends on future points and thus cannot be calculated. Instead [12] suggests to start with some small
Z and to keep increasing it by a factor of 2. This implies that the number of centers taken by the algorithm
depends on the scale of the data. As an illustration, if the distances are about s, then log s centers are
needed till the “probability” to take a center will be less than 1. The scale of the data is summarized in
the aspect ratio parameter γ =
maxv,v′∈D‖v−v′‖
minv,v′∈D‖v−v
′‖ . They [12] take O(log n(log γ + logn)) centers and achieve
O(log n)-approximation. Inherently this algorithm depends on γ as it must reach the scale of the data to
be able to take only a small subset of points as centers. In this paper, we improve both the quality of the
approximation and the number of centers by the algorithm to the optimal values (see Algorithm 5).
5 Conclusions and Open Problems
In this paper we showed optimal bounds for online clustering when the number of centers, k, is a constant,
i.e., we showed matching upper and lower bounds. We uncovered a complex behavior of the online setting
compared to the offline setting. Specifically in the former, new factors arise: the order of the dataset and
knowing in advance the size of the dataset. This factors have enormous effects on online algorithms as
illustrated in Figure 1. In the paper, we designed new algorithms that are able to learn under different
circumstances. Among them are algorithms that are able to use only Θ(1) centers if n is known, and
O(log(n)) centers if n is unknown, both are optimal bounds.
We have reached optimal bounds for constant k. Are the algorithms presented in this work also optimal
for non constant k? We analyzed the case where the order of the examples can be arbitrary and we also
analyzed the case where the order is uniform. What if the order of the examples is defined using other
distributions? Is there a simple characterization?
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6 Proofs
This section includes the proofs for the theorems and claims that appear in the paper.
Proof of Lemma 3
Proof.
Ej∈[n]
[
n∑
i=1
‖xi − xj‖2
]
=
1
n
n∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
‖xi − xj‖2
=
1
n
n∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
(
‖xi‖2 + ‖xj‖2 − 2〈xi, xj〉
)
=
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2 +
n∑
j=1
‖xj‖2 − 2
n
∑
i,j
〈xi, xj〉
= 2
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2 − 2
n
∑
i,j
〈xi, xj〉
n∑
i=1
‖xi − µ‖2 =
n∑
i=1
(
‖xi‖2 + ‖µ‖2 − 2〈xi, µ〉
)
=
(
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2
)
+ n ‖µ‖2 − 2
n∑
i=1
〈xi, µ〉
=
(
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2
)
+ n ‖µ‖2 − 2〈nµ, µ〉
=
(
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2
)
+ n ‖µ‖2 − 2n ‖µ‖2
=
(
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2
)
− n ‖µ‖2
=
(
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2
)
− n
∥∥∥∥∥ 1n
n∑
i=1
xi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
(
n∑
i=1
‖xi‖2
)
− 1
n
∑
i,j
〈xi, xj〉
Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. The examples are 1, 2, 3, . . . and so on. Example with value i appears (7c)i times (except the last
value that might appear less than that). The points are given, group by group from smallest to largest. Note
that there are Ω(logc n) different examples. We will show that any c-approximation algorithm must take
Ω(logc n) examples as centers with probability at least 0.8. This will finish the proof.
There are two cases: either for each example (out of the Ω(logc n) different examples) the probability it
will be taken as a center (at least one of the (7c)t
∗
instances of this example) is at least 0.9 or not. First
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case implies, using Claim 15. that with probability at least 0.8 the algorithm takes as centers at least 0.5
of the examples, i.e., it takes Ω(logc n) examples as centers. Second case implies that there is an example
t∗ such that probability that the algorithm will not take as centers is more than 0.1. We will show that the
algorithm is not a c-approximation and we will reach a contradiction.
We focus on the series 1, . . . , t∗. Note that since n is unknown the algorithm works the same up until t∗,
no matter if there are more examples after t∗ or not. This means that also for the shorter series that includes
only examples 1, . . . , t∗, the probability that t∗ is taken as a center is smaller than 0.1.We will prove that if t∗
is not taken, which happens with probability more than 0.1, it holds that c · cost(opt1) < cost(alg), which is
a contradiction to the assumption that the algorithm is a c-approximation (i.e., that cost(alg) ≤ c ·cost(opt1)
with probability at least 0.9).
The cost of the algorithm is at least cost(alg) ≥ (7c)t∗ , as there are (7c)t∗ examples with value t∗ and
the distance to the closest center is at least 1. Let’s compare it to the cost of the optimal solution. One can
take example xt∗ and the optimal cost is only smaller, i.e., cost(opt1) ≤
∑t∗
i=1(7c)
i(t∗ − i)2. Using Claim 14
we have that
cost(opt1) ≤ 6(7c)t
∗−1
This implies that
c · cost(opt1) ≤ 6c(7c)t
∗−1 < (7c)t
∗ ≤ cost(alg),
which is a contradiction to the c-approximation of the algorithm.
Claim 14. For any scalar q ≥ 6 and an integer n ≥ 1 it holds that
n∑
i=1
qi(n− i)2 ≤ 6 · qn−1.
Proof.
n∑
i=1
qi(n− i)2 = qn
n∑
i=1
(
1
q
)n−i
(n− i)2
= qn
n−1∑
i=0
(
1
q
)j
j2
≤ qn
n−1∑
i=1
(
3
q
)j
≤ qn ·
3/q
1− 3/q
≤ qn · 6
q
,
where in the first equality we multiply and divide by qn, in the second equality we reverse the order of
summation, in the first inequality we use the bound
(
1
q
)j
j2 ≤
(
3
q
)j
⇔ j2 ≤ 3j
which is true for any j ≥ 0, the second inequality uses the known bound for sum of a geometric series, and
in the last inequality we use the bound 1 ≤ 2(1− 3/q), which is true for q ≥ 6.
Claim 15. Suppose there are n events A1, . . . , An such that for every i ∈ [n] it holds that Pr(Ai) ≥ 0.9.
Denote by G the event that there is I ⊂ [n] with |I| ≥ 0.5n and ∩i∈IAi happens. It holds that Pr(G) ≥ 0.8.
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Proof. Look at the random process from a graph point of view. For the analysis, we create a bipartite graph
(C,R,E) in the following way. On the left the n events Ai, i.e., |C| = n. On the right, R, all the possible
randomness. There is an edge between ci ∈ C corresponding to Ai and r ∈ R if given randomness r, event
Ai holds. From the assumption in the claim we know that for each c ∈ C, there are at least 0.9|R| edges to
R. We want to show that for 0.8 of the vertices in R it holds that the degree is at least 0.5|C|. This follows
from Claim 16.
Claim 16. For any bipartite graph (C,R,E) where the degree of each x ∈ C is at least 0.9|R|, there are at
most 0.2|R| vertices in R with degree at most 0.5|C|.
Proof. By the assumption in the claim we know that
|E| ≥ 0.9|R||C|.
Denote by B the set of “bad" vertices in R with degree at most 0.5|C|. Then |E| ≤ |B|0.5|C|+(|R|−|B|)|C|.
From the last two inequalities we have that
0.9|R||C| ≤ |B|0.5|C|+ (|R| − |B|)|C|
0.9|R| ≤ |B|0.5 + |R| − |B|
0.5|B| ≤ 0.1|R|
|B| ≤ 0.2|R|
Proof of Theorem 6
Proof. It is easy to bound the number of centers Algorithm 1 uses, it’s bounded by the number of times n′
is increased. The latter is bounded by ⌈logc(n)⌉.
Next we prove that the algorithm is an O(c)-approximation. For ease of notation, iteration 0 is the first
iteration and in this iteration n′ = c0 = 1. The last iteration i∗ is the one where
∑i∗
i=0 c
i > n for the first
time. This means that
ci
∗ − 1
c− 1 ≤ n <
ci
∗+1 − 1
c− 1 . (2)
We now focus on iteration i∗−1 where the value of n′ is ci∗−1. From Equation 2, we know that n ≤ n′·c2−1
c−1 ⇒
n(c−1)+1
c2
≤ n′ ⇒ n2c ≤ n′ (in the last equation we used that w.l.o.g c ≥ 2). In words, in the one before the
last iteration n′ is big compared to n, it’s at least a fraction 1/2c of n.
From Lemma 3 and Markov’s inequality we get that for at most n20·c of the data points x it holds that
cost(x) > 40 · c · cost(opt1). Thus with probability at least 0.9 the learner chooses a data point x out of the
n′ points at iteration i∗ − 1 with cost(x) ≤ 40c · cost(opt1).
Proof of Theorem 7
Proof. We will define a series of points in R, 0 = x1 < x2 < . . . < xn such that any c-approximation
algorithm must take Ω(n) points as centers with probability at least 0.8. This will finish the proof.
If the probability that each example is taken as center is at least 0.9, then with probability at least 0.8
the algorithm takes 0.5n = Ω(n) points as centers, see Claim 15, and the theorem follows. Focus on the first
example xt∗ such that the probability that the algorithm will not take it as a center is more than 0.1. We
will show that the algorithm is not a c-approximation. We focus on the series of points x1, . . . , xt∗ , 0, 0, . . . , 0.
Note that up until example xt∗ the two Series ((x1, x2, . . . , xn) and (x1, . . . , xt∗ , 0, 0, . . . , 0)) are the same,
thus the probability that xt∗ will not taken as a center is more than 0.1.
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One can take xt∗ and 0 as centers, the optimal cost can only be smaller, thus
cost(optk) ≤
t∗−1∑
t=2
‖xt − x1‖2 =
t∗−1∑
t=2
x2t .
Since the algorithm did not take xt∗ as a center we have that
cost(alg) ≥ ‖xt∗ − xt∗−1‖2 .
For this lower bound to work, we take the series of examples such the following strict inequality holds
cost(alg) ≥ (xt∗ − xt∗−1)2 > c ·
t∗−1∑
t=2
x2t ≥ c · cost(optk).
In different words,
xt∗ > xt∗−1 +
√√√√c · t∗−1∑
t=2
x2t
And we are done since with probability more than 0.1 it holds that cost(alg) > c · cost(optk), i.e., the
algorithm is not a c-approximation.
Claim 17. For any u, v ∈ Rd it holds that
‖v + u‖2 ≤ 2 ‖v‖2 + 2 ‖u‖2 .
Proof.
‖v + u‖2 =
∑
i
(vi + ui)
2 =
∑
i
v2i +
∑
i
u2i + 2
∑
i
vi · ui
= ‖v‖2 + ‖u‖2 + 2〈v, u〉
≤ ‖v‖2 + ‖u‖2 + 2 ‖v‖ ‖u‖
≤ 2 ‖v‖2 + 2 ‖u‖2
where the first inequality follows from Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the second inequality follows from
the following inequality
0 ≤ (‖u‖ − ‖v‖)2 = ‖v‖2 + ‖u‖2 − 2 ‖v‖ ‖u‖
Proof of Theorem 8
Proof. Number of example is n, number of examples the algorithm saves in the first phase is equal to
|M1| = αn, where α := ⌊
0.01
k
n⌋
n
, and |M2| = αn is the number of points received in phase 2.
In the proof we consider three clusterings. The first CM1 = (CM1i )
k
i=1 is the optimal clustering with
respect to the points M1 the algorithm saves in the first phase. The second is the optimal clustering
C∗ = (C∗i )
k
i=1 induced by the entire dataset. And the third C = (Ci)i=1 is induced by all the centers taken
by the algorithm in the third phase. We prove that with probability at least 0.9 the following two claims
hold for any constant k
1. The number of centers the algorithm takes is Θ(1)
2. cost(C) ≤ Θ(1) · cost(C∗),
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Bounding number of centers: Let us start with the first argument, bounding the number of centers the
algorithm takes. The algorithm takes as a center two types of points. Either close (Line 17 in Algorithm 2)
or far (Line 13). Bounding the number of close points by k is easy, as it follows immediately from the
definition of the algorithm — the algorithm only takes one close point per cluster. The interesting claim is
bounding the number of centers that are far.
The key idea is that M2 is a good representation of the clustering C
M1 in the sense that the algorithm
received a constant fraction of points from each large enough cluster in CM1 (this is true using Claim 22).
Thus, the probability that a point will be taken as a far point, i.e., being fuehrer from the center than the
many points received in the second phase, is very small. For small clusters, the algorithm can take all the
points in the cluster, and still not take too many centers.
More formally, we separate the analysis depending on whether the points left from the cluster after phase
1 is small, |CM1i −M1| ≤ 400kα , or large. If it’s small, i.e., |CM1i −M1| ≤ 400kα , then the algorithm takes at
most all the points remaining in this cluster, 400k
α
= O(k2). Since there are at most k small clusters (because
there are k clusters in total), the total number of centers taken because of small clusters is O(k3).
For large clusters, |CM1i − M1| ≥ 400kα , we will use Claim 22 and union bound to show that, with
probability at least 0.99, for all large clusters, CM1i −M1 the following holds
α
2
|CM1i −M1| ≤ |(CM1i −M1) ∩M2|. (3)
A point is taken as a far point if it’s further away from all points in this cluster compared to points
received in the first and second phase. In different words, a point is taken as a far center if it is farthest away
from cM1i compared to all points in C
M1
i ∩ (M1 ∪M2). Thus, from Inequality 3, the probability of taking a
point as far, happens with probability at most
2
α|CM1i −M1|
.
There are at most (1 − α2 )|CM1i −M1| points in CM1i that are not saved in the first phase and not in the
second phase. So in total, the expected number of points for cluster CM1i taken as far points is bounded by
2
α|CM1i −M1|
·
(
1− α
2
)
|CM1i −M1| =
2− α
α
.
Use Markov’s inequality to show that with probability at least 0.99 all the large clusters cause at most
O(2−α
α
· k2) = O(k3) far centers.
Summing the two cases, the number of centers taken as centers by the algorithm is O(k3) with probability
at least 0.99.
Bounding cost: Now we move on to the second step in the proof, bounding the cost of clustering defined
by the algorithm, C. We want to prove that cost(C) is at most some function of k∗ times cost(optk∗) We
will prove a stronger result. We will prove that when the algorithm is given k∗ and a dataset it performs
well for any integer k ≤ k∗. Namely, we prove that for any integer k ≤ k∗
cost(alg) ≤
(
808808
α
)k
(k!)4 · cost(optk)
We prove this claim by induction on k. For k = 1 the claim follows immediately, similarly to Algorithm 1.
We separate the analysis into two cases depending on whether C∗i is large or not. If it small, we will show
the algorithm takes a member from C∗i and it is good enough. We focus now on an optimal clustering
(C∗1 , . . . , C
∗
k). We start with the case that C
∗
i is a large cluster.
C∗i is large: The high level idea is that a cluster in C
M1 that contains many of the points of C∗i either
(1) does not contain points from other clusters and then the first point from this cluster will be a good
representative of this cluster (2) there are many points from different cluster C∗j , but then we prove that
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C∗i can be merged into C
∗
j without harming the cost by much, and then the claim follows by the induction
hypothesis.
We first define the set of good points for the cluster C∗i as the set of points that taking them as a center
will not increase the cost of the cluster by much. More formally,
Goodi =

x |
∑
y∈C∗
i
‖x− y‖2 ≤ 100
α
k
∑
y∈C∗
i
‖y − µ∗(i)‖2

 ,
where µ∗(i) = 1|C∗
i
|
∑
y∈C∗
i
y is the optimal center for cluster C∗i . From Lemma 3 and Markov’s inequality
we know that Goodi is large. Specifically,
|Goodi|
|C∗i |
≥ 1− α
50k
.
The first auxiliary claim we prove states that if C∗i is large enough, then any cluster in C
M1 with center
cM1 that contains at least b|C∗i | members, its center cM1 is a good center for the entire cluster C∗i .
Claim 18. For any cluster |C∗i | ≥ 800kα and any cluster CM1i with center cM1i that contains at least b|C∗i |
points from C∗i the following holds. With probability at least
1
100k it holds that
∑
y∈C∗
i
∥∥y − cM1∥∥2 ≤ 4000k
bα
· cost(optk).
Proof. There are two steps in the proof: 1. there is a center in CM1 that is a good representative to C∗i 2.
this implies that also cM1i is a good representative, because many points in C
∗
i are in C
M1
i and not in the
other good cluster.
We know, from Claim 22, that with probability at least 1100k , there are at least
α
2k |Goodi| points in Goodi
that are received in phase 1 and they are all in the same cluster CM1i′ with center c
M1
i′ . We will show that
this center is a good representative for the entire cluster C∗i .
Among all points in Goodi ∩M1 ∩ CM1i′ denote by xgood the one that it’s closest to cM1i′ . By Claim 17
∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥∥x− cM1i ∥∥∥ ≤ 2 ∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥x− xgood∥∥2 + 2 ∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥∥xgood − cM1i′ ∥∥∥2
The first term is bounded by 200k
α
· cost(optk) by the definition of Goodi. The second term is equal to
2|C∗i |
∥∥∥xgood − cM1i′ ∥∥∥2 = 4kα α2k |C∗i |
∥∥∥xgood − cM1i′ ∥∥∥2
≤ 4k
α
∑
x∈Goodi∩M1∩C
M1
i′
∥∥∥x− cM1i′ ∥∥∥2
≤ 4k
α
· cost(optk),
where in the last inequality we used the fact that CM1 is optimal to the points in M1 and in particular its
cost is better than the cost of the entire data set.
So in total
∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥∥x− cM1i′ ∥∥∥2 ≤ 204kα · cost(optk) (4)
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Let’s move on to the second step in the proof. We will show that since many point are closer to cM1i than
cM1i′ and c
M1
i′ is a good representative of C
∗
i , then c
M1
i is also a good representative of C
∗
i . By Claim 17∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥∥x− cM1i ∥∥∥2 ≤ 2 ∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥∥x− cM1i′ ∥∥∥2 + 2 ∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥∥cM1i′ − cM1i ∥∥∥2
We use the fact that for each x ∈ CM1i it holds that
∥∥∥x− cM1i ∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥x− cM1i′ ∥∥∥ to bound the second sum, which
is equal to
2|C∗i |
∥∥∥cM1i′ − cM1i ∥∥∥2 ≤ 4b
∑
x∈C∗
i
∩C
M1
i
∥∥∥cM1i′ − cM1i ∥∥∥2
≤ 8
b
∑
x∈C∗
i
∩C
M1
i
∥∥∥cM1i′ − x∥∥∥2 + ∥∥∥x− cM1i ∥∥∥2
≤ 16
b
∑
x∈C∗
i
∩C
M1
i
∥∥∥cM1i′ − x∥∥∥2
So in total, using Equation 4 ,we have that cM1i is a good center for C
∗
i∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥∥x− cM1i ∥∥∥2 ≤ 18b
∑
x∈C∗
i
∩C
M1
i
∥∥∥cM1i′ − x∥∥∥2
≤ 18
b
· 204k
α
· cost(optk) ≤ 4000k
bα
· cost(optk)
In the next auxiliary claim we prove that the last claim implies that cM1i is close to c
∗
i .
Claim 19. For any cluster |C∗i | ≥ 800kα and any cluster CM1i with center cM1i that contains at least b|C∗i |
points, with probability at least 1100k it holds that
|C∗i |
∥∥∥cM1i − c∗∥∥∥2 ≤ 4002kbα · cost(optk).
Proof. Use Claim 18
|C∗i |
∥∥∥c∗i − cM1i ∥∥∥2 ≤ 2b
∑
x∈C
M1
i
∩C∗
i
‖c∗i − x‖2 +
∥∥∥x− cM1i ∥∥∥2
≤ 2
b
· cost(optk) + 4000k
bα
· cost(optk)
The third and last auxiliary claim shows that if there is a cluster CM1i that contains many points from
two different optimal clusters, then these clusters can be merged, without harming the cosy by much.
Claim 20. For any clusters C∗i , C
∗
j with |C∗j | ≥ |C∗i | ≥ 800kα if there is a cluster in CM1 that contains at
least a|C∗i | points from C∗i and at least b|C∗i | from C∗j , then with probability at least 1100k it holds that
cost(optk−1) ≤
(
4 +
8004k
bα
+
8004k
aα
)
cost(optk)
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Proof. We want to bound the cost of the following clustering with k − 1 centers: c∗1, . . . , c∗k without c∗i and
all points in C∗i will be assigned to c
∗
j . The cost is equal to∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥x− c∗j∥∥2 +∑
r 6=i
∑
x∈C∗r
‖x− c∗r‖2
Let us bound the first sum using Claim 19 and Claim 17
∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥x− c∗j∥∥2 ≤ 4 ∑
x∈C∗
i
‖x− c∗i ‖2 + 2
∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥∥c∗i − cM1i ∥∥∥2 + 2 ∑
x∈C∗
i
∥∥∥cM1i − c∗j∥∥∥2
The first sum is bounded by 4 · cost(optk). The second and third terms are bounded by (8004kbα + 8004kaα ) ·
cost(optk).
Now are are ready to bound the cost for large clusters, |C∗i | ≥ 80000k
4
α
. There is a cluster CM1i that
contains at least |C∗i |/k points from C∗i . If this cluster contains at least |C
∗
i |
100k3 points from a different cluster
C∗j , then Claim 20 implies that
cost(optk−1) ≤ 808808k
4
α
· cost(optk).
Using the induction hypothesis
cost(alg) ≤
(
808808
α
)k−1
((k − 1)!)4 · cost(optk−1).
Together we have
cost(alg) ≤
(
808808k
α
)k
(k!)4 · cost(optk).
In case that there are at most
|C∗i |
100k3 point from different clusters, there are at most
|C∗i |
100k2 points that that
are not in C∗i . Thus, the probability that the first point will not be from C
∗
i is at most
1
100k . The probability
that the first point will not be in Goodi is at most
1
50k. And we are done.
C∗i is small: Now let’s focus on a small cluster C
∗
i , where |C∗i | < 80000k
4
α
. Even if |C∗i | only contains
1 point, the probability that the algorithm takes all members in C∗i in the first phase is small, it’s at most
α < 1/100k. Denote by disouter the distance between C
∗
i to any cluster other than C
∗
i , i.e.,
disouter = min
x∈C∗i
y∈C∗−C∗i
(x, y).
Denote the cluster that is closest to C∗i by C
∗
j . Denote by max_disinner the maximal distance between any
two point in the same cluster not in C∗i , i.e.,
max_disinner = max
r 6=i
x,y∈C∗r
‖x− y‖ .
There are two cases, depending on the relation between disouter and max_disinner . In the first case,
disouter ≤ max_disinner ,
In this case we can add C∗i to C
∗
j and the cost will increase by a factor of at most O(|C∗i |) and recall that
|C∗i | < 80000k
4
α
. On the other hand, if
disouter > max_disinner ,
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C∗i
C∗j
disouter
max disinner
(a) disouter ≤ max_disinner
C∗i
C∗j
disouter
max disinner
(b) disouter > max_disinner
Figure 3: Bounding the cost for a small cluster C∗i . (a) merge C
∗
i into its closest cluster (b) the first point
in C∗i will be taken
then the algorithm will certainly take a member in C∗i in Line 13, Algorithm 2. The cost can increase by
a factor of at most O(|C∗i |). So over all the small size clusters, the cost(alg) will increase by a factor of at
most 80000k
5
α
. Also note that
80000k5
α
≤
(
808808
α
)k
(k!)4.
And the claim by induction is proven.
Claim 21. Fix a dataset D, a subset S ⊆ D and a scalar 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Assume a subset S′ ⊆ D with |S′||D| = β
is chosen uniformly at random. Then, for any a > 0,
Pr
(∣∣∣∣|S ∩ S′| − |S| |S′||D|
∣∣∣∣ ≥
√
|S′||S|
a|D|
)
≤ a
Proof. Denote by X the random variable that is equal to |S∩S′|. Order the members in S in some arbitrary
order. Denote by Xi, i = 1, . . . , |S|, the binary variable that is equal to 1 if the i’th member in S is also in
S′, and Xi = 0 otherwise. Note two basic properties of the random variables Xi’s:
E[Xi] = β, (5)
and for every i 6= j it holds that
E[XiXj ] = Pr(Xi = 1 ∧Xj = 1) = |S
′|(|S′| − 1)(|D| − 2)!
|D|! =
|S′|(|S′| − 1)
|D|(|D| − 1) ≤ β
2, (6)
where the second equality holds since we can view the process of taking S′ as if we order all the points in
D and then take the first |S′| members; with this view, the ith member has |S′| places and the jth member
has |S′| − 1 places and then arrange all the other members, (|D| − 2)! options.
We now analyze the expectation and the variance of X .
E[X ] =
|S|∑
i=1
E[Xi] = β|S|.
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Bounding the variance of X
V ar[X ] = E[X2]− (E[X ])2
= E



 |S|∑
i=1
Xi


2

−

 |S|∑
i=1
E[Xi]


2
= E

∑
i6=j
XiXj

+ E

 |S|∑
i=1
X2i

−∑
i,j
E[Xi]E[Xj ]
=
∑
i6=j
E [XiXj ] +
|S|∑
i=1
E [Xi]−
∑
i,j
E[Xi]E[Xj ]
≤ β2|S|2 + β|S| − β2|S|2 = β|S|
where the fourth equality follows from the fact that X2i = Xi as Xi is a binary random variable and the
inequality follows from Equation 5 and Equation 6. Next we use Chebyshev’s inequality which is the following
bound for any C > 0:
Pr(|X − E[X ]| ≥ C) ≤ V ar[X ]
C2
.
In our case, take
C =
√
V ar[X ]
a
≤
√
β|S|
a
and Chebyshev’s inequality implies that
Pr
(
|X − β|S|| ≥
√
β|S|
a
)
≤ a.
Claim 22. Fix a dataset D and a subset S ⊆ D and a scalar 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Assume a subset S′ ⊆ D of size
|S| = β|D| is chosen uniformly at random. For any a > 0, if |S| ≥ 4
βa
then
Pr
(
β
2
|S| ≤ |S ∩ S′| ≤ 2β|S|
)
≥ 1− a
Proof. From Claim 21 we know that
Pr
(
||S ∩ S′| − β|S|| ≥
√
β
a
|S|
)
≤ a.
To prove the claim, it is enough to prove that√
β
a
|S| ≤ β
2
|S|
⇔ 2√
a
≤
√
β|S|
⇔ 4
a
≤ β|S|
⇔ 4
βa
≤ |S|
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Proof of Theorem 9
Proof. We will use the same series of points in R that was used in the proof of Theorem 7. We say that a
point in the i-th iteration is maximal if it’s the largest value so far. We prove the following two claims:
1. For any c-approximation it must take at least 0.5 of the maximal points with probability at least 0.8.
2. With probability at least 0.99 there are Ω(log n) maximal points.
Once we prove the two steps we are done.
Claim 1 - There are two cases (i) for each maximal point, the probability the algorithm takes is as a
center is at least 0.9 (ii) there is a maximal point such that the probability the algorithm takes is as a center
is less than 0.9. In case (i), using Claim 15, we know that with probability at least 0.8 the algorithm takes
half of the maximal points. In case (ii), from the same argument as the proof of Theorem 7 we have a
contradiction to the assumption that the learner is a c-approximation.
Claim 2 - denote by X the random variable that is equal to the number of maximal points and denote
by Xi the binary random variable that is equal to 1 if the i-th example is maximal, and otherwise Xi = 0.
For any i, E[Xi] is equal to the probability that the i-th example is the largest than all previous examples.
This probability is equal to E[Xi] = 1/i. Thus
E[X ] = E
[
n∑
i=1
Xi
]
=
n∑
i=1
1
i
= logn.
Note that Xi’s are independent and thus we can use Hoeffding’s inequality.
Proof of Theorem 10
Proof. We start with bounding the number of expected centers the algorithm uses. Denote by X the random
variable that is equal to the number of centers chosen. Denote by Xi the random variable that is 1 if the i-th
example is taken as center and 0 otherwise. Then, the expected number of centers the algorithm chooses is
equal to
E[X ] = E[
n∑
i=1
Xi] =
n∑
i=1
E[Xi] =
n∑
i=1
Pr(i-th point is a center)
By the definition of the algorithm X1 is always 1. For 1 < i ≤ n it holds that Xi = 1 only if the i-th example
is the furthest away from the first example among examples 1, . . . , i− 1. The probability that the i-th point
is the furthest is equal to 1
i−1 . Thus
E[X ] = 1 +
n∑
i=2
1
i− 1 = 1 +
n−1∑
i=1
1
i
= 1 + log(n− 1).
From Markov’s inequality with probability at least 1/20 number of centers is at most
20(1 + log(n− 1)) = O(log n).
We are now left with proving that Algorithm 3 is Θ(1)-approximation. Focus on the optimal clustering.
Denote by C∗1 the points in the first cluster and by C
∗
2 the points in the second cluster. We define the set of
good points for a cluster r (r = 1, 2) as the set of points that taking them as a center will not increase the
cost by much. More formally,
Goodr = {yr ∈ C∗r |
∑
xi∈C∗r
‖xi − yr‖2 ≤ 100
∑
xi∈C∗r
‖xi − µ∗(r)‖2},
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where µ∗(r) = 1|C∗r |
∑
xi∈C∗r
xi is the optimal center for cluster C
∗
r . From Lemma 3 and Markov’s inequality
we know that Goodr is large. Specifically,
|Goodr |
|C∗r |
≥ 1− 1
50
.
Thus, using union bound, with probability at least 1− 250 the first point the algorithm encounters from each
cluster r is good.
Fix the first point the algorithm encounters by x, w.l.o.g x ∈ C∗1 . Define by y∗2 ∈ Good2 the closest point
to x in Good2, i.e.,
y∗2 = argmin
y2∈Good2
‖y2 − x‖ .
Denote by B all the points in C∗1 that are further from x than y
∗
2 , i.e.,
B = {y1 ∈ C∗1 : ‖y1 − x‖ ≥ ‖y∗2 − x‖}.
There are two cases
1. |B| ≤ 0.01|C∗2 |: we will show that most probability, the first point the algorithm encounters in C∗2 will
be chosen as a center. We know that
|B| ≤ 0.01|C∗2 | ≤ 0.02|Good2|.
Thus, with probability at least 1− 0.02, the first point in Good2 ∪B is in Good2.
2. |B| > 0.01|C∗2 |: we will show that C∗1 and C∗2 can be viewed as one cluster with x as its center without
harming the cost by much.
∑
y∈C∗
1
∪C∗
2
‖y − x‖2 =
∑
y1∈C∗1
‖y1 − x‖2 +
∑
y2∈C∗2
‖y2 − x‖2
=
∑
y1∈C∗1
‖y1 − x‖2 +
∑
y2∈C∗2
‖(y∗2 − x) + (y2 − y∗2)‖2
≤
∑
y1∈C∗1
‖y1 − x‖2 + 2|C∗2 | ‖y∗2 − x‖2 + 2
∑
y2∈C∗2
‖y2 − y∗2‖2
≤
∑
y1∈C∗1
‖y1 − x‖2 + 2 · 100
∑
y1∈B
‖y1 − x‖2 + 2
∑
y2∈C∗2
‖y2 − y∗2‖2
≤ 201 · cost(opt2),
where the first inequality follows from Claim 17, the second from the definition of B, and the third from the
definition of Good.
Proof of Theorem 11
Proof. We will take k series of points in Rk. The i-th series will contain
⌊
n
k
⌋
points each will be zeros
everywhere except index i. Projecting them into the i-th coordinate will form exactly the series described
in Theorem 7.
We say that a point in the i-th iteration is maximal if it’s the largest value so far comparing to the
examples with a similar non-zero coordinate. There theorem follows from the following two claims:
1. For any c-approximation it must take at least 0.5 of the maximal points with probability at least 0.8.
2. With probability at least 0.99 there are Ω(k log n
k
) maximal points.
The two claims follow from the proof of Theorem 9. More specifically, apply Theorem 9 for each group,
which implies that there are Ω(log n
k
) maximal for each of the k coordinates.
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Proof of Lemma 12
Proof. Take y = argminy∈S ‖x− y‖ and any y1, y2 ∈ S we will show that
‖y1 − y2‖ ≥ ‖x− y‖ .
W.l.o.g y2 was added to S, after y1 did. Focus at the time y2 was added to S. Denote by l ∈ S the closest
point in S at the time to x. Then, since y2 was added to S and not x we know that
‖y2 − y1‖ ≥ ‖x− l‖ ≥ ‖x− y‖ .
Proof of Theorem 13
Proof. We prove that for any constant k
1. Number of centers is bounded by O(k log n
k
), with probability at least 0.96.
2. cost(alg) ≤ Θ(1) · cost(optk), with probability at least 0.96.
To bound the number of centers the algorithm uses, we use a similar argument as in Theorem 10. The
algorithm takes the first k points. For i > k we want to find the probability that the i-th point is selected
as a center. This happens if among the i points read so far, this point is one of the k members in the
Farthest-first-traversal. The probability for this is
k
i
.
Thus the expected number of centers taken by the algorithm throughout its entire run is
k +
n∑
j=k+1
k
j
= k + k
(
n∑
i=1
1
i
−
k∑
i=1
1
i
)
= k + k log
n
k
.
Use Markov’s inequality to prove that with probability 0.99 number of centers takes by the algorithm is at
most
100k + 100k log
n
k
= Θ
(
k log
n
k
)
,
The last equality holds since w.l.o.g k ≤ n2 (otherwise the algorithm can simply take all the points as centers
and the number of center is optimal, Θ(k)) which implies that log n
k
≥ 1.
Next we will prove that the algorithm is a Θ(1)-approximation. We will prove something stronger: For
any 1 ≤ k ≤ k∗ with probability at least 0.96
cost(alg) ≤ 80200kk!2 · cost(optk).
We prove this claim by induction on k. For k = 1 the claim follows immediately, similarly to Algorithm 1.
Denote the k optimal clusters by C∗1 , . . . , C
∗
k . Focus on a cluster C
∗
i . The idea of the proof is that either
the first point in C∗i , most probably, is chosen as a center or the entire cluster can be added to another
cluster. When the first point x ∈ C∗i arrives, its closest point is c /∈ C∗i . If x is not chosen as a center, then
there are k centers from k − 1 clusters that the distance between any two is larger than ‖x− c‖ . There are
two cases, as in Theorem 10, either this is a common scenario, and then C∗i can be added to another cluster,
or it’s rear case and this means that with high probability x will be chosen as a center.
We define the set of good points for a cluster r ∈ [k] as the set of points that taking them as a center will
not increase the cost by much. More formally,
Goodr =

yr ∈ C∗r |
∑
xi∈C∗r
‖xi − yr‖2 ≤ 100k
∑
xi∈C∗r
‖xi − µ∗(r)‖2

 ,
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C∗i
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jC∗
i
j
100k
closest points to Goodi
N
farthest point among N
dis
x1
x2
x10
xr cluster's representative
B
points with distance to
representative > dis2=4
Figure 4: Notations used in the proof of Theorem 13
where µ∗(r) = 1|C∗r |
∑
xi∈C∗r
xi is the optimal center. From Lemma 3 and Markov’s inequality we know that
Goodr is large. Specifically,
|Goodr |
|C∗r |
≥ 1− 1
50k
.
Thus, using union bound, we know that with probability at least 1− 150 the first point the algorithm encounters
from each cluster r is in in Goodr.
Fix a cluster C∗i for some i ∈ [k]. The distance between Goodi and a point y is defined as
dis(Goodi, y) = min
y′∈Goodi
‖y′ − y‖ .
Denote by N the set of points that are not in the cluster C∗i (i.e., in C
∗ − C∗i ) and are one of the |C∗i |/100k
closest points to Goodi. Denote the max distance in N by dis, i.e., the distance that is |C
∗
i |/100k-closest to
Goodi:
dis = max
y′∈N
min
y∈Goodi
‖y′ − y‖ .
Denote the point the achieves this minimum in Goodi by xi. We want to define bad points that can cause
the algorithm not to take the first point from C∗i as a center. For that we first take for each cluster r 6= i an
arbitrary point in xr ∈ Goodr. Now we are ready to define the bad points:
B = ∪r 6=i
{
y ∈ C∗r : ‖y − xr‖2 ≥
dis2
4
}
.
There are two cases, either B is large compared to C∗i , or it is not.
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C
∗
i
dis
xi
(a) |B| ≥ 1
100k
|C∗i |
dis
yi
yi first point from C
∗
i
(b) |B| < 1
100k
|C∗i |
Figure 5: Bounding the cost of C∗i . (a) In the case that B is large compared to C
∗
i , the cluster C
∗
i can be
merged into another cluster without harming the cost too much (b) In the case that B is small compared
to C∗i , when the first point yi from C
∗
i is received, the algorithm did not encounter, with high probability, a
point from (i) N , this is why the distance of yi to other points is at least dis (ii) B, this is why all distances
inside clusters is smaller than dis. The last two observations imply that yi will be taken as a center.
If |B| ≥ 1100k |C∗i |: we will show that taking the k − 1 centers — all the centers xr’s without xi — is a
good enough clustering and then the claim follows by the induction assumption. To prove that, first take,
among all points in N , one yj ∈ N that it’s closest to its representative xj :
yj = argmin
j∈[k]−i
y∈N∩C∗j
‖y − xj‖
cost(optk−1) ≤
∑
y∈C∗
i
‖y − xj‖2 +
∑
r 6=i
∑
y∈C∗r
‖y − xr‖2
≤ 2
∑
y∈C∗
i
‖y − xi‖2 + 4
∑
y∈C∗
i
‖xi − yj‖2 + 4
∑
y∈C∗
i
‖yj − xj‖2 +
∑
r 6=i
∑
y∈C∗r
‖y − xr‖2
≤ 4
∑
y∈C∗
i
‖xi − yj‖2 + 4
∑
y∈C∗
i
‖yj − xj‖2 + 2
∑
r
∑
y∈C∗r
‖y − xr‖2
= 4|C∗i | ‖xi − yj‖2 + 4|C∗i | ‖yj − xj‖2 + 2
∑
r
∑
y∈C∗r
‖y − xr‖2
≤ 4|C∗i |dis2 + 4|C∗i | ‖yj − xj‖2 + 2
∑
r
∑
y∈C∗r
‖y − xr‖2
≤ 400k|B|dis2 + 400k |C
∗
i |
100k
‖yj − xj‖2 + 2
∑
r
∑
y∈C∗r
‖y − xr‖2
≤ 802k
∑
r
∑
y∈C∗r
‖y − xr‖2
≤ 80200k2 · cost(optk)
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where the second inequality follows from Claim 17, the forth since yj ∈ N , the sixth because yj is closest to
its representative from all N , and the last inequality follows from the definition of good.
From the induction assumption we know that
cost(alg) ≤ 80200k−1(k − 1)!2 · cost(optk−1)
≤ 80200k−1(k − 1)!2 · 80200k2 · cost(optk)
= 80200kk!2 · cost(optk)
And this proves the claim in this case. Let’s move on to the next case.
If |B| < 1100k |C∗i |: We will show that with probability at least 1 − 4100k , the first point from C∗i will be
chosen as a center and is in Goodi. Then using union bound over all the k centers will finish the proof.
Focus on the time where the first point in C∗i , yi ∈ C∗i was given. With probability at least 1− 1/50k it is in
Goodi. With probability at least 1 − 1100k a point from |B| was not chosen yet (as B is much smaller than
C∗i ). With probability at least 1− 1100k a point from N was not chosen yet (as N is much smaller than C∗i ),
thus minimal distance from a point in Goodi to another is at least dis.
For the sake of contradiction, let us assume that yi, the first point from C
∗
i , was not chosen as a center.
Then all points S returned by the farthest-first-traversal algorithm must came from at most k − 1 optimal
clusters. From the Pigeonhole principle, there are two points y1, y2 ∈ S that are in the same cluster C∗j .
From Lemma 12 we have that
dis ≤ ‖y1 − y2‖ .
From Claim 17 we have that ‖y1 − y2‖2 ≤ 2 ‖y1 − xj‖2+2 ‖xj − y2‖2 . This implies that ‖y1 − xj‖2 ≥ dis2/4
(or ‖y2 − xj‖2 ≥ dis2/4). This means that y1 ∈ B. Which is a contradiction to the assumption that no point
in B was chosen yet.
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